
E1A’s muonless events…  

Its massive, totally-active calorimetry leads to 

MACRO monopole search, 

IMB & K supernova neutrinos, 

Oscillating atmospheric neutrinos. 

“The discoveries of weak neutral currents in the US”

Dedicated to the contributing physicists now in the heavens:

Norman Ramsey, Sam Treiman; Tim Toohig, Bob Wilson; 

Alberto Benvenuti, Dave Cline, Al Mann; 

George Charpak; Chuck Hurlbut; Hans Weedon

By L. Sulak, with recent input from E1A collaborators W. Ford, R. Imlay, J. Pilcher, D. Reeder, P. Wanderer

“50th Anniversary of Neutral Currents”, Orsay, December 6, 2023
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Bon après-midi, mes amis de Paris, et de plus loin. 

Merci à Guy et à Michel pour l’invitation de vous parler ici à Orsay. 

Cet après-midi, 

je vous propose une visite à mes archives personnelles, 

de l’année ‘70 jusque l’arrêt de  l’Accelerator NAL de Noël '73,  

quelques 126 documents, pour la plupart des notes internes.

Tous est en anglais.  

Donc…

Vas-y !



C'était l'année ‘70…A Paris, le tube de 

l’été,  « La chasse au boson intermédiaire » 

Aux USA, Leon: 2 types de neutrinos,

l’un qui se transforme en muon,  

l'autre en électron.

⇒ 1) un courant neutre,

⇒ 2) un boson intermédiaire.

⇒ un accélérateur à l’énergie 

beaucoup plus haute.

« Chaque PI droit écrire 

une proposition. C’est 

C’est obligatoire ! »

…Alors, en anglais...

‘70 Archives LRS
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Let’s scan through some of the 126 documents, touching upon:

Conceiving experiment E1A

Measuring the 𝜈 fluxes

Determining required characteristics for each detector element

Inventing technologies for massive scintillation calorimetry

Calibrating timing, energy, angle

Recording data

Analyzing & simulating events

…using many figures from my seminars at Harvard & MIT in October ’73. 

Legacy of E1A: it spawned several detectors…discovering neutral currents & more.



June 1970, 

First proposal to National Accelerator Lab

(NAL…now known as Fermilab):

Dave Cline & Al Mann’s “E1”: Magnet

Enter Carlo Rubbia.      

His genius #1: Hadron target/calorimeter:   

… “E1” morphs into “E1A”.

𝜈 +   p  →   X   +  𝜇+ 

What about the accelerator?
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Bob Wilson, DG of NAL, promising?

We at E1A commit to designing & building in 2 years.

Let me describe the detector.

1) A totally-active Hcal tracking target: 

2) A magnetized iron toroidal tracker:
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Jim Pilcher + LRS 

wooed by 𝜈’s & Carlo to Harvard as Ass’t Profs. 

Jim to commute from CERN to Harvard, 

bringing back to Carlo E1A memos & news. 

LRS to focus on E1A in Boston,

& to teach Carlo’s classes when not there. 

July 26, 1971

Carlo & I go to NAL to confer with Bob Wilson.

Result of meeting, this Agreement:

The main ring soon to be turned on.

Must design, prototype & build E1A.
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Criteria for detector design: width, depth, granularity, resolution?

Big jump from 28 GeV protons of Brookhaven to 350 GeV of NAL!

⇒ Must measure pion production! 

Carlo’s brainchild #2:
Collide proton beam with an internal target: Measure 𝜋º production via of 𝛾s, scale to 𝜋±

(…but Pb glass turned brown!) 
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…nevertheless, already enough data for the very first physics from NAL

Detailed 𝜋 º flux cross-sections (x, s, ELab, E𝛾 ):
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(…Fast forward…then back)  

Very first, & only physics results from NAL:

“Photon production at Hi Energies & scaling” 

Reported (LRS) at Chicago ICHEP, July1972:
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With fluxes, begin designing the detector:

Transverse size of the 𝜈 beam? ~4m 

∴ the detector transverse size 

Neutrino energies (~40 GeV)?   Fluxes?

∴ the mass of the Hcal (~100T)

to yield sufficient statistics

∴ dynamic ranges of electronics.

But how to hold & seal in 100 T of scinti oil,

with walls of minimal mass?

Aluminum honeycomb walls between Al sheets            

…aircraft wing technology.

Oct 1 ‘71
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What will the data rates be at 350 GeV?

Using the internal target data,

LRS’s new student John Osuch re-simulates.

Nov 12 ’71:

…meanwhile, Wisconsin is machining magnet cores…
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4 soft-iron magnet cores: 

Positioned inside E1A “tent frame,”

before installing plastic walls.

Reeder

Early 1972:

Knowing width & depth from fluxes, 

magnet first to arrive at NAL.
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We did get diverted?   …once…

Should we insert lead sheets to see electrons?

Oct 4 ‘71
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Electronics? What’s the required performance?

Nervous, more event rate studies…

Jan 3 ’72…working thru the holidays 



Confirmed, a ~100 Ton Hcal, totally-active target/detector: How to make it?

My wife’s good cooking to rescue: 

Teflon’s all the rage, nothing sticks to it, but Teflon sticks to the aluminum of pans!

Shock #1:  n = 1.35 ⇒ total internal reflection vs n = 1.47 mineral oil scintillator!

Shock #2: Teflon comes in sheets, can be flashed with aluminum, then adhesive on the back!  

Attaching to aluminum walls? wet Al, strip off the backing, squeegee water out thru Teflon pours! 
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A “prototype”,  a section of the anti-counter…

Try Teflon technology on counters:

…and compare pulse height from 2 ends to get track position. 
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Finished, stack of 3 trigger counters,

red, from the side:

Just after 4 magnet cores (brown):      

Magnet energizing conductors (white): 

.

Magnet design & implementation by Reeder.                      

Fred Messing in pix.
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Does that prototype counter work?

Equalize PM tubes with 60Co source.

2/11/72 Pilcher on shift:

Put external cosmic ray counters at 45º.

pulse height uniformity 10% 

time resolution ± 1.5 ns
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More detailed test of Teflon performance? 

1.0 ns timing…

vs 19 ns between 𝜈 bunches, rf structure of ring. 

Yes, will cut 19-fold any background slower than “c” 

e.g. the anticipated neutrons.  

Note very little tails:
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How to design/build the electronics?…

Bubble chamber & beamline rf noise: 

How making pms & insensitive?

Carlo’s brilliance #3:

Twinax…twisted pair inside a shield.

Getting those signals to coax?       LRS job.

A ferrite coil to couple Twinax to coax.

How delay signals to enable processing?   

Acoustically, 0.3 𝜇sec.             LRS job 

.
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Functionality required of Hcal electronics?

Timing to 20 ns, the proton spill period. 

0.5 nsec least count for x-localization.

2 ADCs, hi & lo for full dynamic range,   

10s of GeV shower, to min ionizing 𝜇.          

LRS
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Draft of electronics, DAQ, PDP11: 

Original, LRS



What about first segment of Hcal?

Excellent performance:

Sept 20 ’71:

Let’s see the results of the tests…
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Is the pulse height resolution of the Hcal sufficient? 

Test with constant height fast blue LEDs:  just fine.
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Tests with vertical cosmic rays…

Is Landau distribution good?

Lovely:
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Is timing sufficient from a 4m long scintillator? 

It is! 𝜎 = 1.0 ns
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Pulse height uniformity      

over full width?  

Only 6%, minimal correction 

Calibrate pulse height for

all 16 Hcal segments     

with blue LED.

Move everything to NAL…
Sept 20 ’71: 
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All in place, end 1972.

Awaiting black light shrouds,

looking upstream:

Hcal (obscured crimson)  →

Trigger counter (crimson)→

Toroidal magnets (brown)→

Spark chambers (silver)   →



Looking from side:                                                                                                      

liquid scintillator target-detector:

In red, Aluminum Hcal segments    → 

Black phototube covers → 

Low mass honeycomb wall (silver) →               

Spark chamber (hidden)

Designed & built with help from D. Hanna, P. Meyers, J. 

Osuch, W. Smith
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Jan 1973: Couldn’t thread beam through all the ring magnets!

1) Something blocked beam when magnets energized.

A trained ferret scampered around the vacuum chamber to find Bob Wilson

a razor blade accidentally left behind stood up upon magnetization!

2) Helen Edwards, Savior, personally aligned each quad…Voila! 

Tim Toohig & I survey parallel beam lines, to E1A & bubble chamber. 
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Jan ‘73 Beam on!  ~No cosmic vertices in Hcal!

2 timing gates to evaluate cosmic background:

1) beam-on,  

2) cosmic rays, e.g. out of time

Fast timing essentially eliminates all background.
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Scanning spark chamber pix? 

3 independent scanning tables at

Harvard

NAL

Wisconsin

measured particle tracks, consistently 

reproducing all events.

Archive retains both scanning     

& run time logs (next) 
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First physics plot from 𝜈 data:

What’s p⟘ distribution of  muons?

from Jan ’73 data: 
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Writing the first E1A PRL:

“Early Observation of 𝜈 and anti-𝜈 events 

at High Energies”

Sadly, Pilcher, my only partner, left for Jim 

Cronin’s U. Chicago.  I had to take sole lead

on the ground.

Apr 16 ’73
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Within a week PRL publishes our paper!

Apr 23 ’73
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Plotting for our first search for new physics…

“E1A search for the Intermediate Vector Boson”

dN/dv vs. v=xy=2E𝜇sin(2𝜃𝜇/2)/Mp :

May 11’73
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Spark chamber photos:  How look during this first run?

Most images are as expected:

2 stereo pix of  ~40 GeV shower in Hcal:

at 90º    →

at 15º.  → 

2 stereo pix of a muon in the magnet:                   at 90º →

← at 15º.

↑ ↑

Hcal ↑         ↑ 

Magnet

Richard Imlay aligned mirrors to get all sparks into one frame! 
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…but something terribly wrong…

1 of 3 of events have no muon!!!

How could our chambers be 

missing all those muons???

Leon’s well-known chambers;  

Triple scanned.

Evaluate muon detection efficiency using data itself.

We go back & check absolutely everything…
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Are showers from both types of events the same?

Vs energies? No differences:
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Are shower angles the same?

No difference, with a 𝜇 or not:

No showers entering from 

outside.

Chicago (JP)

Harvard & MIT (LRS) 

Oct ‘73
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Are events flat in depth: without & with muon? 

Events would appear muonless

if muon escapes 

out the edge of Hcal or the magnet,          no mu 

would have losses with depth.

Neutrinos from both 300 & 400 GeV protons,

have flat Z distributions!

End of the year 1973 runs: with  mu

300 GeV 236 total 𝜈 events

400 GeV   87 total 𝜈 events

300 GeV 400 GeV
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Anti-neutrinos:

Visible energy: Are anti-𝜈 events similar to 𝜈 events? 

Neutrinos:

Fake mu’s from pion punch-through of deep showers.          
i.e. a pion could mimic a muon?       No… 

< 1% of events have di-muons. 

Di-muon events:

(Detailed punch through evaluation, Imlay, Aug 3 PRL)
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Are Y distributions as expected,               

e.g. scattering from spin ½ particles? 

1) flat for neutrinos:

2) (1-y)2 for anti-neutrinos:

Both at low & at hi energies? 

Yes & yes.

Oct ‘73 seminars: Harvard & MIT (LRS)

Chicago (Pilcher) (though Jim left HPW in Apr.) 
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Hcal spark chamber signatures: any different between the 2 types of events?

No:
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Lack of muons also at higher energy 𝜈’s?

NAL ups proton E, from 300 to 400 GeV,       

more, & higher E neutrinos…

Anticounter “A” does its job….   

Rejects incoming charged particles 

in time with beam. 

All background gone after hcal segment #1,                 

1 absorption length. 

Events flat in z, as neutrinos should be.

Aug ‘73 PRL:
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Losing muons near the edges?

No.

Transverse distribution of vertices:

LRS plot for Aug 3 PRL, 

with fiducial cuts.
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Are vertex distributions flat transversely? 

for both muon & muonless events?

Yes.

To fully contain showers, we make fiducial cuts:

Vertex must be within

first 12 of 16 Hcal segments, 

0.5 m from 4x4m2 Hcal edges.

We record 

1116 triggers & 236 events at 300 GeV,

368 triggers &   96 events at 400 GeV.

Aug ‘73 PRL:
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Are muon angular distributions as expected?

Yes.

Data & expectations of muon agree:

What about muon momenta?

Fits.

Inescapable: ~1/3 of events are missing a muon.

Aug 3 ‘73 PRL:
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TABLE FROM DRAFT

3 independent analyses, 2 different beam energies:

All yield muonless/total 𝜈 events consistent with 0.29 at 5.2 standard deviations.

No choice:  must publish! Table from Aug 3 ’73 PRL
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After exhausting all alternatives…

Bill Ford & Richard Imlay come to Harvard.          

Extensive re-checks, re-scans & re-simulations.

Find nothing wrong, nothing disturbing.

Telephone PIs, they concur by phone:

Cline in middle of moving from Wisconsin to Hawaii.

Carlo exiled from US for insulting Border Control 

Agent working exclusively at CERN 

Mann at Penn.

…PIs agree to submit our research to PRL.

LRS original for PRL: 
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AUG 3 PRL

Original manuscript muonless paper:

Hand delivered Aug 3 ‘73 by LRS:

the printed submission date of publication.

Denouement:

Carlo calls Mann from CERN.    

Mann goes to PRL; they agree to hold printing.

With no physics justification whatever!!!

Another hue & cry from all the worker bees.

Neutral currents oscillate?...NO, CR oscillates?

PRL printed, unchanged, Feb ‘74
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Life goes on…

Original run plan for first data (LRS)?

…conclusion from first 2 runs:

…our response to first results:

Oct ‘73 Harvard & MIT seminars, LRS:



Leon’s spark chambers too small transversely?     Penn replaces them covering full area.
Before,  < Oct ’73: After,  > Oct ’73:

↓       ↓       ↓        ↓ ↓       ↓       ↓       ↓

55
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After submitting our Aug 3 PRL, 

we again challenge everything…

Electron-neutrinos mimicking 

muonless?

Could our event rates be off?

Are our neutrino spectra incorrect?

No.

Aug 18 ’73:
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We continue rechecking everything:

Neutrino & anti-neutrino fluxes right.

Got to make sure muonless events not 

electron-neutrino induced. 

Aug 18 ’73:
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Data confirms calculation of fluxes.
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Are we losing muons out the sides? No. Do muon angles agree with expectation? Yes.
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Dave Cline presents a seminar at NAL, Dec 7 ‘73

Cline reiterates Aug 3 submission to PRL:

Then reaffirms it with different fiducial cuts:
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2 slides later Cline concludes his NAL seminar 

slides with:

Then, with absolutely no justification,   

Cline negates our work,  

blotting it out on his slide:

Carlo had called from CERN…

…oscillating his collaborators results by fiat !!!

“But Carlo, nothing in the data or analysis 

has changed!!!”  shouted all of us in the US.   

Dec 7 ’73:
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…then, one week later, 

Cline circulates the slides from his talk:

CLINE RETRACTS 

HIS ERRONEOUS OSCILLATION:

His E1A collaborators, 

who did all the work,                   

were again furious.                    
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Improvements accomplished: 

A pion focusing horn is installed.                

An additional iron filter after Hcal for muon ID.                

We verify muon detection efficiency:

Universal agreement:  

4 different ways of 𝜈 beam focusing, &

3 different muon identifiers:

All consistent with, muonless/with muon ~0.29
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POSTLOGUE I:  > 1 year later                           

Feedback from Bernard Auber back in Europe: 

Bernard, E1A collaborator back at LAL, writes 

in frustration:

“I spent…weeks to defend our [E1A] experiment in 

front of the neutrino physicists in Europe.

…they [don’t] know how well we measure E𝜇 & 

EH”

Oct 16 ’74:
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’73-’74: Harvard shops keep humming, 

simultaneously with E1A data & analysis,      

adapting E1A technology to 

𝜈 p→𝜈 p elastic scattering…

with 𝜈 and anti-neutrinos.

For ~1.5 GeV low energy neutrinos

With a target-calorimeter of

high granularity along, and ⟘ to, the beam line.

adhesive Teflon & oil again

Large area drift chamber trackers…    the first ever

Scaled Charpak’s 5𝗑10 cm2 up 100x  to 4𝗑4 m2.

87% ethylene, 13% Ar

3 cm/𝜇sec drift speed with 300 v/cm



At Brookhaven in ’74, using refined E1A technology:

Discoveries of more neutral currents: 

νμ p → νμ p  elastic scattering

…just like.   𝛾 p →  𝛾 p…electro-weak unification! 

Also discover the anti-neutrino counterpart, 

anti-νμ p → anti-νμ p 

Egelman, LRS, J. Strait, W. Kozanecki & Yudis.

Not shown:  G. Gollin, D. Hanna, M. Levi, J. LoSecco, P. Meyers,                             

L. Rivkin, W. Smith; Al Mann, Brig Williams, A  Enterberg,
66
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POSTLOGUE II   32 years later, 

Sam Ting sends unsolicited letter for public display 

at my festschrift, stating:

“Your work with a calorimeter at 

Fermilab in the 1970s has led to the 

discovery of neutral weak currents  

with neutrino beams.” 

Oct 15, 2005:



Summary: daunting challenges facing E1A builders…

Spectra of neutrinos at hi E?   Only 28 GeV protons known, not the anticipated 350 GeV: 

Measure 𝜋±…via 𝜋º→𝛾𝛾⇒ lateral size of trigger counters, Hcal, spark chambers, magnet

Need Hcal with good 𝜎E 

Mass of target-detector for sufficient rate?

Scintillator?  How capture light at 4m distance?

How withstand 4m hydrostatic pressure with little mass?

How track the muon, with lateral spread of 4 m?  

How get inexpensive nanosec timing on Hcal re: rf beam structure?

to kill neutrons slower that neutrinos from target, and cosmic rays

How to delay signal from hadronic showers until after fast trigger decision?

How get enough BL2 for sagitta resolution? 

How to identify muons, and measure their angular distribution?

…yield discoveries in the US of “muonless” events, i.e. neutral currents.


